Driving Instructions to Gliffaes Hotel
Sat Nav warning:
If you want to use your Sat Nav beware that using our postcode (NP8 1RH) can deliver
you on the wrong side of the river and several miles form the hotel. If you want to use Sat
Nav set it to take you to the town of Crickhowell, then follow the directions below.
From the East: Cross the Severn Bridge on the M4 and take exit 24 – the A449. Travel
12 miles north on the A449 and take the A40 exit signed Abergavenny. Follow the dual
carriageway (A40) for 9 miles to the edge of Abergavenny. Two choices here:
Option 1 (Driving through Abergavenny) Follow the A40 through the middle of
Abergavenny, follow signs for Brecon. 7 miles after leaving Abergavenny you will come
to Crickhowell.
Drive out of Crickhowell on the A40 towards Brecon.
Pass the Nantyffin Cider Mill at the junction with A479, a quarter of a mile later you will
see our sign on the right hand side of the road.
100 meters on take the first left and follow the lane up the hill and through the trees for 1
mile until you reach our gates.
Option 2 (Bypass Abergavenny) At the end of the dual carriage way outside
Abergavenny, come to a roundabout.
Take the A465, signed Merthyr Tydfil. Get off at the 2nd exit signed Crickhowell and
Gilwern. Take the 2nd exit for Gilwern.
Drive through Gilwern and take the right turn signed Crickhowell in the middle of
the village. Leave the village and follow the road through the woods until you come
to a set of traffic lights at the bridge in Crickhowell.
Turn right at the lights and cross the river. Drive up the hill to the T junction with
the A40 (Shell garage in front of you). Turn left, you are now on the A40 heading
towards Brecon.
Pass the Nantyffin Cider Mill at the junction with A479, a quarter of a mile later you will
see our sign on the right hand side of the road.
100 meters on take the first left and follow the lane up the hill and through the trees for 1
mile until you reach our gates.
From the North: From the Midlands and the North take the M6 – M5 Get off the M5 at
junction 8, the M50.At the end of the M50 take the A40. Turn off the A40 at
Abergavenny. (now follow the above instructions) From the West:11 miles east of
Brecon on the A40. If you get stuck call us 01874 730 371.

